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A constrained moving horizon observer is developed for nonlinear discrete-time systems. The algorithm is proved to converge
exponentially under a detectability assumption and the databeing exciting at all time. However, in many practical estimation
problems, such as combined state and parameter estimation, the data may not be exciting for every period of time. The algorithm
therefore has regularization mechanisms to ensure robustness and graceful degradation of performance in cases when the data are
not exciting. This includes the use of a priori estimates in the moving horizon cost function, and the use of thresholded singular
value decomposition to avoid ill-conditioned or ill-posed inversion of the associated nonlinear algebraic equations that define
the moving horizon cost function. The latter regularizationrelies on monitoring of the rank of an estimate of a Hessian-like
matrix and conditions for uniform exponential convergence are given. The method is in particular useful with augmented state
space models corresponding to mixed state and parameter estimation problems, or dynamics that are not asymptotically stable,
as illustrated with two simulation examples.
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1 Introduction

Consider the state estimation problem of nonlinear discrete-time systems. A least-squares optimal state
estimation problem can be formulated by minimizing a properly weighted least-squares criterion de-
fined on the full horizon of the data history, subject to the nonlinear model equations, Moraal and Grizzle
(1995), Rao et al. (2003). This is, however, impractical as infinite memory and processing will be needed
as the amount of data grows unbounded with time. Alternatively, a well known sub-optimal estimator is
given by an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) which approximates thisleast-squares problem and defines
a finite memory recursive algorithm suited for real-time implementation, where only the last measure-
ment is used to update the state estimate, based on the past history being approximately summarized by
estimates of the state and the error covariance matrix, Gelb(2002). Unfortunately, the EKF is based on
various stochastic assumptions on noise and disturbances that are rarely met in practice, and in combina-
tion with nonlinearities and model uncertainty, this may lead to unacceptable performance of the EKF. A
possible better use of the dynamic model and past history when updating the state estimate is made by a
Moving Horizon State Estimator (MHE) that makes use of a finite memory moving window of both cur-
rent and historical measurement data in the least-squares criterion, possibly in addition to a state estimate
and covariance matrix estimate to set the initial conditions at the beginning of the data window, see Rao
et al. (2003), Moraal and Grizzle (1995), Alessandri et al. (1999, 2008) for different formulation relying
on somewhat different assumptions. Such an MHE can also be considered a sub-optimal approximation
to an estimator that uses the full history of past data, and some empirical studies, Haseltine and Rawlings
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(2005) show that the MHE can perform better than the EKF in terms of accuracy and robustness.
A direct approach to the deterministic discrete-time nonlinear MHE problem is to view the problem

as one of inverting a sequence of nonlinear algebraic equations defined from the state update and mea-
surement equations, and some moving time horizon. Such discrete-time observers are formulated in the
context of numerical nonlinear optimization and analyzed with respect to stability in Moraal and Griz-
zle (1995), Alessandri et al. (2008). Some earlier contributions based on similar ideas are given in Glad
(1983), Zimmer (1994), while Biyik and Arcak (2006) providesresults on how to use a continuous time
model in the discrete time design. As pointed out in Grossman(1999), the dead beat type of design
philosophy (Moraal and Grizzle (1995)) does not explicitlytake into account robustness to noise, and
some modifications are required as proposed in Grossman (1999). It should be mentioned that common
to all methods is the use of numerical methods subject to the underlying assumption that local minima
and multiple solutions may restrict convergence properties to be only local.

Uniform observability (in some form, see also Raff et al. (2005), Alamir (1999)) is assumed for stabil-
ity or convergence proofs in the above mentioned references, including the EKF, Reif et al. (1998), Reif
and Unbehauen (1999). Uniform observability means that thesystem and data are such that the problem
of inverting the nonlinear algebraic equations is well-posed in the sense of Tikhonov and Arsenin (1977),
i.e. that the state estimate solution exists, is unique and depends continuously on the measurement data.
In the context of optimization this is commonly referred to as stability of the solution, that can be guar-
anteed under certain regularity and rank conditions, Fiacco(1983). This robustness is essential in any
practical application since otherwise the estimates will be impossible to compute, and will be divergent
or highly sensitive to imperfections such as numerical round-off errors, quantization and measurement
noise. However, uniform observability is a restrictive assumption that is likely not to hold in certain
interesting and important state estimation applications.This is in particular true for combined state and
parameter estimation problems where the state space model is augmented with the unknown parameters,
Gelb (2002), and convergence of the parameter estimates will depend on the information contents in the
data, typically formulated as a condition for persistentlyexciting (PE) input data appearing in adaptive
control and estimation, e.g. Krstic et al. (1995), or boundedness of the EKF covariance matrix estimate,
Reif et al. (1998), Reif and Unbehauen (1999). In many practical applications the data will be sufficiently
exciting for significant periods of time, but may in some time intervals contain insufficient excitation and
information. It should also be noted that with some exceptions (e.g. Panteley et al. (2001), Sedoglavic
(2002)), both uniform observability and PE conditions are difficult to verify a priori.

In this paper we consider strongly detectable systems Moraal and Grizzle (1995), and the objective
and novel contribution of the present work is to provide and study an MHE method based on Alessandri
et al. (2008) and others with alternative weighting and regularization to achieve satisfactory practical
performance also when the condition of uniform observability is violated due to temporarily lack of
persistence of excitation, or the system not being observable. The relaxation to detectability was en-
visioned in Alessandri et al. (2008), although no proofs of the convergence were given. Following the
spirit of Moraal and Grizzle (1995) we introduce practical regularization mechanisms that monitor and
estimate the information contents and degree of excitationin the data, and take corresponding action by
adaptively weighting the measured data and a priori estimates from the dynamic model. Although the
MHE formulation based on Alessandri et al. (2008) does not rely on an explicit uncertainty estimate in
terms of a covariance matrix estimate (unlike formulationsthat may apply an arrival cost estimate, Rao
et al. (2003)), the monitoring of persistent excitation in the moving horizon nonlinear observer relies on
a related Hessian matrix estimate. This makes the approach similar in spirit to well known modifications
of the EKF and Recursive Least Squares estimation methods that rely on monitoring and resetting of
the covariance matrix estimate (Salgado et al. (1988)), directional forgetting (Kulhavy (1987), Fortescue
et al. (1981), Cao and Schwartz (1999), Campi (1994), Hovd andBitmead (2007)) and using singular
value decomposition for numerically robust matrix inversion.
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The outline of the paper is as follows: After the introduction, a description of the nonlinear moving
horizon estimation problem and the relevant assumptions are given in Section 2, together with an analysis
of its convergence under strong observability and with informative data. Section 4 extends the observer to
have graceful degradation and practical performance also for the case when the data are not informative
and other assumptions are violated, which is followed by twonumerical examples presented in Section
4. Final discussion and conclusions are given in Section 5.

Preliminary results related to this work was published in Sui and Johansen (2010).
The following notation and nomenclature is used. For a vectorx ∈ R

n, let ||x|| =
√

xTx denote the
Euclidean norm. Recall that the induced matrix norm||M|| equals the largest singular value ofM. For
two vectorsx∈Rn andy∈Rm we let col(x,y) denote the column vector inRn+m wherex andy are stacked
into a single column. The Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, Golub and van Loan (1983), of a matrixM
is denotedM+ and we recall that for a matrixM of full rank it is given byM+ = (MTM)−1MT while
in general it is defined asM+ = VS+UT whereM = USVT is a singular value decomposition whereS
is a diagonal matrix with the singular valuesσ1, ...,σn on the diagonal, andS+ is the diagonal matrix
S= diag(1/σ1, ....,1/σr ,0, ...,0) wherer ≤ n of the singular values are non-zero. The composition of
two functionsf andg is written f ◦g(x) = f (g(x)). Finally, a functionϕ : R+ → R is called aK-function
if ϕ(0) = 0 and it is strictly increasing.

2 Nonlinear MHE problem formulation

Consider the following discrete-time nonlinear system:

xt+1 = f (xt ,ut) (1a)

yt = h(xt ,ut), (1b)

wherext ∈X⊆ Rnx, ut ∈U⊆ Rnu andyt ∈ Rny are respectively the state, input and measurement vectors,
andt is the discrete time index. The setsX andU are assumed to be convex and compact. TheN+1
consecutive measurements of outputs and inputs until timet are denoted asYt = col(yt−N,yt−N+1, · · · ,yt)
andUt = col(ut−N,ut−N+1, · · · ,ut). To expressYt as a function ofxt−N andUt , denotef ut (xt) = f (xt ,ut)
andhut (xt) = h(xt ,ut), and note from (1b) that the following algebraic map can be formulated, Moraal
and Grizzle (1995):

Yt = H(xt−N,Ut) = Ht(xt−N) =











hut−N(xt−N)
hut−N+1 ◦ f ut−N(xt−N)

...
hut ◦ f ut−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f ut−N(xt−N)











. (2)

Definition 1. Moraal and Grizzle (1995) The system (1) isN-observableif there exists aK-functionϕ
such that for allx1,x2 ∈ X there exists a feasibleUt ∈ U

N+1 such that

ϕ(||x1−x2||2)≤ ||H(x1,Ut)−H(x2,Ut)||2.

Definition 2a. The inputUt ∈ U
N+1 is said to beN-excitingfor theN-observable system (1) at timet if

there exists aK-functionϕt that for allx1,x2 ∈ X satisfies

ϕt(||x1−x2||2)≤ ||H(x1,Ut)−H(x2,Ut)||2.
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From Proposition 2.4.7 in Abraham et al. (1983), we have

H(x1,Ut)−H(x2,Ut) = Φt(x1,x2)(x1−x2), (3)

where

Φt(x1,x2) =
∫ 1

0

∂
∂x

H((1−s)x2+sx1,Ut)ds. (4)

Like in the linear case, an observability rank condition can be formulated (see also Moraal and Grizzle
(1995), Alessandri et al. (2008), Fiacco (1983) and others for similar results):

Lemma 2.1: If X andU are compact and convex sets, the functions f and h are twice differentiable on
X×U and the Jacobian matrix∂H

∂x (x,Ut) has full rank (equal to nx) for all x ∈ X and some Ut ∈ U
N+1,

then the system is N-observable and the input Ut is N-exciting for the system (1) at time t.

Proof. Due to the observability rank condition being satisfied,ΦT
t (·)Φt(·) > 0 and the system of

nonlinear algebraic equations (3) can be inverted as follows:

x1−x2 = Φ+
t (x1,x2)

(

H(x1,Ut)−H(x2,Ut)
)

,

⇒ 1

π2
t (x1,x2)

‖x1−x2‖2 ≤ ‖H(x1,Ut)−H(x2,Ut)
∥

∥

2
,

whereπt(x1,x2) = ‖Φ+
t (x1,x2)‖. This proves that the conditions in Definitions 1 and 2a hold with ϕ(s) =

s/p2 wherep = supx1,x2∈X,Ut∈UN+1 ||Φ+
t (x1,x2)|| is bounded due tof andh are twice differentiable on

the compact setX×U. �
Define theN-information vector at timet asIt = col(yt−N, . . . ,yt ,ut−N, . . . ,ut). When a system is not

N-observable, it is not possible to reconstruct exactly all the state components from theN-information
vector. However, in some cases one may be able to reconstructexactly at least some components, based
on theN-information vector, and the remaining components can be reconstructed asymptotically. This
corresponds to the notion of detectability, where we suppose there exists a coordinate transformT : X→
D⊆ Rnx, whereD is the convex hull ofT(X):

d = col(ξ ,z) = T(x) (5)

such that the following dynamics are equivalent to (1) for any initial condition inX and inputs inU,

ξt+1 = F1(ξt ,zt ,ut) (6a)

zt+1 = F2(zt ,ut) (6b)

yt = g(zt ,ut). (6c)

This transform effectively partitions the statex into an observable statez and an unobservable stateξ .
The following strong detectability definition is taken from Moraal and Grizzle (1995):

Definition 3. The system (1) isstrongly N-detectableif
(1) there exists a coordinate transformT : X→ D that brings the system in the form (6);
(2) the sub-system (6b)-(6c) isN-observable;
(3) the sub-system (6a) has uniformly contractive dynamics, i.e. there exists a constantL1 < 1 such that
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for all col(ξ1,z) ∈ D,col(ξ2,z) ∈ D andu∈ U, the functionF1 satisfies

||F1(ξ1,z,u)−F1(ξ2,z,u)||′ ≤ L1||ξ1−ξ2||′. (7)

with a suitable norm|| · ||′.
It is remarked that since there is considerable freedom in the choice of transformT and the norm|| · ||′,

the contractility assumption in part 3 of the definition is notvery restrictive. For linear systems, it is
equivalent to the conventional detectability definition.

Definition 2b. The inputUt is said to beN-excitingfor a stronglyN-detectable system (1) at timet if
it is N-exciting for the corresponding sub-system (6b)-(6c) at timet.
.

The concept ofN-exciting input imposes requirements that may be difficult toassess a priori. In section
3 we will study howN-excitation can be monitored online, and used in modifications to the basic MHE
when this requirement is violated because the input data arenot N-exciting at all times. If the inputUt

is not N-exciting at certain points in time, the state estimation inversion problem (Moraal and Grizzle
(1995)) will be ill-posed (the solution does not exist, is not unique, or does not depend continuously on
the data) or ill-conditioned (the unique solution is unacceptably sensitive to perturbations of the data),
and particular consideration is required to achieve a robust estimator. Such modifications are generally
known as regularization methods, see Tikhonov and Arsenin (1977). A common method, Tikhonov and
Arsenin (1977),?), is to augment the cost function with a penalty on deviationfrom a priori information
and makes the estimated solution degrade gracefully whenUt is notN-exciting.1 We utilize an explicit
regularization approach that weights open loop predictions made with the underlying model (1) similar
to Alessandri et al. (2008). This will have similar filtering effect as reducing the injection gain of a
conventional nonlinear observer or detuning the gain of an EKF through online tuning of the process
noise covariance matrix. Further regularization will be motivated later, and introduced in section 3.

A convergent estimator is pursued by the following constrained, weighted, and regularized least-
squares problem of minimizing

J(x̂t−N,t , x̄t−N, It) = ‖Wt(Yt −Ht(x̂t−N,t))‖2+‖Mt(x̂t−N,t − x̄t−N)‖2 (8a)

s.t. x̂i+1,t = f (x̂i,t ,ui), i = t −N, . . . , t −1 (8b)

x̂t−N,t ∈ X, (8c)

with Mt andWt being time-varying weight matrices. LetJo
t = minx̂t−N,t J(x̂t−N,t , x̄t−N, It) subject to (8b)-

(8c), letx̂o
t−N,t be the associated optimal estimate, and the estimation error is defined as

et−N = xt−N − x̂o
t−N,t . (9)

It is assumed that an a priori estimator is determined as

x̄t−N = f (x̂o
t−N−1,t−1,ut−N−1). (10)

This formulation is a slight extension of Alessandri et al. (2008) with some additional flexibility provided
by the time-varying weighting matricesWt andMt , which will be exploited in section 3. A condition

1Alternative regularization methods exist, and one implicit regularization method is to rely on the regularizing effect ofan iterative approach
that converges to a solution only asymptotically ast → ∞ (and not converges to a solution at each individual timet), see e.g. Tautenhahn (1994).
Hence, a regularizing effect is also achieved with the iterative sub-optimal variants described in Moraal and Grizzle (1995), Alessandri et al.
(2008).
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WT
t Wt > 0 may not be sufficient for uniqueness of a solution when the input is notN-exciting. However,

the conditionMT
t Mt > 0 is generally sufficient to guarantee that the problem has a unique solution

x̂o
t−N,t . This means that the second term of (8a) can be viewed as a regularization term and the matrixMt

containing regularization parameters.
The following are assumed throughout this paper:

(A1) The setU is compact and convex, and the output sequence{yt} and the input sequence{ut} are
bounded.
(A2) For anycol(ξ1,z1) ∈ T(X) andcol(ξ2,z2) ∈ T(X), thencol(ξ1,z2) ∈ T(X).
(A3) The convex and compact setX is controlled invariant,i.e. f(xt ,ut) ∈ X for all xt ∈ X and the
controlut for all t ≥ 0.
(A4) The initial statex0 ∈ X, andx̄0 ∈ X.
(A5) The functionsf andh are twice differentiable onX×U, and the functionsF1,F2 andg are twice
differentiable onD×U.
(A6) T(x) is continuously differentiable, and bounded away from singularity for all x ∈ X such that
T
−1(x) is well defined.

(A7) The system (1) is stronglyN-detectable and the inputUt is N-exciting for all timet ≥ 0.

In the stability analysis we will need to make use of the coordinate transform (5) into observable
and unobservable states, although we emphasize that knowledge of this transform is not needed for the
implementation of the observer. To expressYt as a function ofzt−N andUt (note that it does not depend
on the unobservable states), the following algebraic mapping can be formulated similar to the mapping
H:

Yt = G(zt−N,Ut) = Gt(zt−N) = col(gut−N(zt−N), · · · ,gut ◦Fut−1
2 ◦ · · · ◦Fut−N

2 (zt−N)). (11)

First, we establish lower and upper bounds on the optimal costfunctionJo
t :

Lemma 2.2: Let

Φo
t (zt−N, ẑ

o
t−N,t) =

∫ 1

0

∂
∂z

G((1−s)zt−N +sẑo
t−N,t ,Ut)ds,

pz,t = pt(zt−N, ẑ
o
t−N,t) = ‖(WtΦo

t (zt−N, ẑ
o
t−N,t))

+‖

Then for all xt−N, x̂o
t−N,t ∈ X

Jo
t ≥

(

1/p2
z,t

)

‖zt−N − ẑo
t−N,t‖2 (12)

Proof. Using the fact that the system (1) can be transformed using (5), there existdt−N = T(xt−N),
d̂o

t−N,t =T(x̂o
t−N,t) andd̄t−N =T(x̄t−N) such that in the new coordinates, the system is in the form of (6a)-

(6c). Note that the least squares term on the right-hand sideof expression (8a) in the new coordinations
can be rewritten as

‖Wt(Yt −Gt(ẑ
o
t−N,t))‖2 = ‖Wt(Gt(zt−N)−Gt(ẑ

o
t−N,t))‖2.

From arguments similar to Lemma 2.1, it is clear thatWt can be chosen such thatp2
z,t is uniformly

bounded by any chosen positive number, and

‖Wt(Yt −G(ẑo
t−N,t ,Ut))‖2 ≥ 1/p2

z,t‖zt−N − ẑo
t−N,t‖2. (13)
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Taking zero as the lower bound on the second term of (8a) we get(12).�

Lemma 2.3: Let

L2 = max
d∈D,u∈U

||∂F1

∂z
(ξ ,z,u)||, L3 = max

x∈X,u∈U
||∂ f

∂x
(x,u)||,

kT = max
x∈X

||∂T
∂x

(x)||, kT−1 = max
d∈D

||∂T
−1

∂d
(d)||, kM = sup

t
||Mt ||

Then for all xt−N, x̄t−N, x̂o
t−N,t ∈ X

Jo
t ≤ k2

ML2
3k2

T−1(||ξt−N−1− ξ̂ o
t−N−1,t−1||2+ ||zt−N−1− ẑo

t−N−1,t−1||2) (14)

Proof. First, we remark that the Lipschitz-like constants are well defined due to (A5) and (A6)
and the compactness ofX andU. Since (A3) and (A4) hold,xt−N is a feasible solution of the MHE
problem (8). From the optimality of ˆxo

t−N,t , we haveJo
t ≤ J(xt−N, x̄t−N, It). It is easy to see that

‖Wt(Yt −H(xt−N,Ut))‖2 = ‖Wt(Yt −G(zt−N,Ut))‖2 = 0, and

||Mt(xt−N − x̄t−N)||2 ≤ k2
M||xt−N − x̄t−N||2

≤ k2
ML2

3||xt−N−1− x̂o
t−N−1,t−1||2

≤ k2
ML2

3k2
T−1(||ξt−N−1− ξ̂ o

t−N−1,t−1||2+ ||zt−N−1− ẑo
t−N−1,t−1||2).

and the result follows.�
From the lower and upper bounds in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, and the inequality

√

||ξ ||2+ ||z||2 ≤ ||ξ ||+
||z||, we have for allxt−N, x̂o

t−N,t ∈ X that

‖zt−N − ẑo
t−N,t‖ ≤ qz,t‖zt−N−1− ẑo

t−N−1,t−1‖+qz,t ||ξt−N−1− ξ̂ o
t−N−1,t−1||. (15)

with qz,t = kML3kT−1 pz,t .

Theorem 2.4: Let

q2
z = min

(

µ
2(1+µ)

,
γ(1−L2

1)

2(1+µ)

)

, µ =
1−L2

1

3L1L2
, γ =

1−L1

3L2
2(1+2L2

1)
.

By choosing appropriate weight matrices Wt and Mt such that qz,t ≤ q̄z, then the observer error dynamics
is uniformly exponentially stable for any x0, x̄0 ∈ X.

Proof. SinceX is positively invariant, then ¯xt−N ∈ X, andx̄t−N is a feasible solution. From (A2), we
knowcol(ξ̄t−N, ẑo

t−N,t) is also a feasible solution. Considering the cost function of the MHE problem (8),

it is clear thatcol(ξ̄t−N, ẑo
t−N,t) is also an optimal solution, since the first term does not depend on the

unobservable states and the second term is zero, i.e.ξ̂ o
t−N,t = ξ̄t−N. Then from (A7),

||ξt−N − ξ̂ o
t−N,t‖ ≤ L1‖ξt−N−1− ξ̂ o

t−N−1,t−1‖+L2‖zt−N−1− ẑo
t−N−1,t−1‖. (16)
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Let s1,t = ‖zt−N − ẑo
t−N,t‖, ands2,t = ‖ξt−N − ξ̂ o

t−N,t‖. Then combining (15) and (16) gives

(

s1,t
s2,t

)

≤
(

qz,t , qz,t

L2, L1

)(

s1,t−1
s2,t−1

)

. (17)

Sincesi,t ≥ 0, it follows thatsi,t ≤ si,t , i = 1,2, where we define the 2nd order linear time-varying system

(

s1,t
s2,t

)

=

(

qz,t , qz,t

L2, L1

)(

s1,t−1
s2,t−1

)

,

(

s1,0
s2,0

)

=

(

s1,0
s2,0

)

.

Consider a Lyapunov function candidateV(s1,s2) = s2
1+ γs2

2 with γ > 0. It follows that

V(s1,t ,s2,t)−V(s1,t−1,s2,t−1)

=−(1−q2
z,t − γL2

2)s
2
1,t−1− (γ −q2

z,t − γL2
1)s

2
2,t−1+2(q2

z,t + γL1L2)s1,t−1s2,t−1.

According to Young’s inequality, for anyµ > 0,

V(s1,t ,s2,t)−V(s1,t−1,s2,t−1)

≤−(1−q2
z,t − γL2

2)s
2
1,t−1− (γ −q2

z,t − γL2
1)s

2
2,t−1+(q2

z,t + γL1L2)/µs2
1,t−1+(q2

z,t + γL1L2)µs2
2,t−1

≤−δ1s2
1,t−1−δ2s2

2,t−1.

where

δ1 = 1− (1+1/µ)q2
z,t − γ

(

L2
2+L1L2/µ

)

(18)

δ2 = γ(1−L2
1)− (1+µ)q2

z,t − γL1L2µ (19)

First, chooseµ such thatL1L2µ = 1
3(1− L2

1). Then the first term ofδ2 dominates its third term by a
factor 3, and

µ =
1−L2

1

3L1L2
> 0. (20)

Second, chooseγ such thatγ(L1L2/µ +L2
2) =

1
3, which leads to the first term ofδ1 dominating its third

term by a factor 3, and

γ =
1−L2

1

3L2
2(1+2L2

1)
> 0. (21)

Third, sinceqz,t is chosen such that the first terms of bothδ1 andδ2 dominate their second terms by a
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factor 2, respectively, and we have

(1+1/µ)q2
z,t ≤

1
2

⇒ q2
z,t ≤

µ
2(1+µ)

,

(1+µ)q2
z,t/γ ≤ 1

2
(1−L2

1) ⇒ q2
z,t ≤

γ(1−L2
1)

2(1+µ)
,

such thatδ1 > 0 andδ2 > 0. There always exists a matrixMt with some sufficiently smallkM and a
matrix Wt for some sufficiently smallpz,t such thatqz,t ≤ q̄z such thatδ1 > 0 andδ2 > 0, and the 2nd
order LTV system is uniformly exponentially stable for the given initial conditions. Sincesi,t ≤ si,t and
(A6) holds, the error dynamics is also uniformly exponentially stable for anyx0, x̄0 ∈ X. �

Assumption (A2) is used in the proof to ensure that a feasiblesolution x̄t−N remains feasible in the
transformed coordinates when the observable states are replaced by their optimal values. This assump-
tion is trivially satisfied for anyN-observable system. For systems that are notN-observable, butN-
detectable, it will still hold trivially in many cases as illustrated in Example 1 later. Like many other
assumptions in this paper, such as (A7), it will not be trivial to verify unlessT is known. However,
Theorem 2.4 remains of value in such cases since it provides a qualitative understanding of the method.
Hence, the theory provides a guideline, rather than replacement, for practical tuning as illustrated in the
examples.

If the data are notN-exciting, the second term of the observer cost function dominates and the observer
degenerates to an open loop observer for the state combinations that are not excited, providedMt has
full column rank in the sub-space corresponding to the linear combination of states not being excited.
With MT

t Mt > 0 this is trivially satisfied. This may be a satisfactory solution if the system has open loop
asymptotically stable dynamics within the region of operation, since the observer may still converge and
give accurate estimates. In practise, the accuracy will then depend entirely on the accuracy of the model.
If the system is not open loop asymptotically stable, and in particular if there are significant model errors,
this approach may not be satisfactory since errors will be allowed to accumulate without the presence of
feedback from measurements. This will be the case in a mixed parameter and state estimation problem
with the state spacex= col(χ,θ) corresponds to the system stateχ and the unknown parametersθ and
the augmented dynamics

χt+1 = f (χt ,θt ,ut) (22)

θt+1 = θt (23)

yt = h(χt ,θt) (24)

Regardless of the system dynamicsf , the augmented parameter dynamicsθt+1 = θt are not asymptoti-
cally stable and estimates may drift off due to integrated errors (see Example 1 later). In the next section
we introduce further methods for weighting and regularization that degrade gracefully when data are not
N-exciting, which are particularly useful when the system isnot asymptotically stable, as in the case
with mixed state and parameter estimation, and there are model errors.

3 Adaptive weighting and regularization without persistence of excitation

In order to implement excitation-sensitive regularization, it is essential to be able to monitor if the data
areN-exciting or not. ForN-observable systems, the conditionpz,t ≤ q̄z/(kML3kT−1) will depend on the
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existence of a (not too small)ε > 0 such that

ΦT
t (xt−N, x̂

o
t−N,t)Φt(xt−N, x̂

o
t−N,t)≥ εI > 0 (25)

for all t ≥ 0, where

Φt(x1,x2) =
∫ 1

0

∂
∂x

H((1−s)x1+sx2,Ut)ds (26)

This condition comes from the requirement ofUt being N-exciting at all t and is similar to a PE
condition. Unfortunately, sinceΦt(xt−N, x̂o

t−N,t) depends on the unknownxt−N we cannot compute
pt(xt−N, x̂o

t−N,t) = ‖(WtΦt(xt−N, x̂o
t−N,t))

+‖ exactly at any point in time to monitor ifUt is N-exciting.
Instead, we have to rely on some approximation or estimate ofpt(·). If it is assumed that||et−N|| is
small, then

Φt(xt−N, x̂
o
t−N,t)≈ Φt(x̂

o
t−N,t , x̂

o
t−N,t) =

∂H
∂x

(x̂o
t−N,t ,Ut)

and we can use ˆpt(x̂o
t−N,t) = ‖(Wt

∂H
∂x (x̂

o
t−N,t ,Ut))

+‖ to approximatept(xt−N, x̂o
t−N,t). Consider a singular

value decomposition (SVD), Golub and van Loan (1983)

∂H
∂x

(x̂o
t−N,t ,Ut) =UtStV

T
t . (27)

Any singular value (diagonal element of the matrixSt) that is zero or close to zero indicates that a state
component is unobservable or the input is notN-exciting. Moreover, the corresponding row of theVt

matrix will indicate which components cannot be estimated.The Jacobian has the structural property
that its rank will be no larger than dim(z) = nz ≤ nx, due to certain components being unobservable.
In addition, its rank can be reduced by data being notN-exciting as discussed in Lemma 2.1. TheN-
excitation of data may therefore be monitored through the robust computation of the rank of the Jacobian
matrix using the SVD, Golub and van Loan (1983).

We know that convergence depends onWt being chosen such thatpz,t is bounded by a sufficiently
small number. To pursue this objective, one may chooseWt such that, whenever possible,

‖(WtΦt(x̂
o
t−N,t , x̂

o
t−N,t))

+‖= α, (28)

whereα > 0 is a sufficiently small scalar. In order to give zero weight ondata for components that
are either unobservable or unexcited, we modify this ideal design equation into the more practical and
realistic design objective

‖(WtUtSt,δVT
t )+‖=

{

α, if ||St || ≥ δ
0, otherwise

(29)

where the thresholded pseudo-inverseS+t,δ = diag(1/σt,1, ..., 1/σt,`,0, ...,0) whereσ1, ..., σ` are the sin-
gular values larger than someδ > 0 and the zeros correspond to small singular values whose inverse is
set to zero, Golub and van Loan (1983). This leads to

Wt = (1/α)VtS
+
t,δUT

t (30)
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satisfying

‖(WtΦt(x̂
o
t−N,t , x̂

o
t−N,t))

+‖ ≤ α. (31)

HereMt is chosen as

Mt = β Inx, (32)

whereβ ≥ 0 is a scalar.The following result shows that theWt defined in (31) satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 2.4 locally.

Theorem 3.1: If Wt is chosen according to (30) withδ being sufficiently small and0 < α <
q̄z/(L3kT−1kTβ ), then Wt is bounded and the observer error dynamics is locally uniformly exponentially
stable.

Proof. Boundedness ofWt follows directly fromα,δ > 0. Sinceδ is sufficiently small and the data are
N-exciting, we assume without loss of generality that the matrix WtΦo

t (zt−N, ẑo
t−N,t) has full rank. Using

similar arguments as Lemma 2.1, it is easy to show that (13) in the proof of Lemma 2.2 is still valid.

Y−H(x̂o
t−N,t ,Ut) = Φt(xt−N, x̂

o
t−N,t)(xt−N − x̂o

t−N,t),

Y−G(ẑo
t−N,t ,Ut) = Φo

t (zt−N, ẑ
o
t−N,t)(zt−N − ẑo

t−N,t).

To simplify the notation, letΦx,t = Φt(xt−N, x̂o
t−N,t) and Φz,t = Φo

t (zt−N, ẑo
t−N,t). Since Y −

H(x̂o
t−N,t ,Ut) =Y−G(ẑo

t−N,t ,Ut),

Φz,t(zt−N − ẑo
t−N,t) = Φx,t(xt−N − x̂o

t−N,t).

It is known that

dt−N − d̂o
t−N,t = Γt(xt−N − x̂o

t−N,t),

whereΓt =
∫ 1

0
∂
∂xT((1− s)xt−N + ŝ̂xo

t−N,t)ds. Together withz= ηd, whereη = [0nz×(nx−nz), Inz×nz], we
have

Φz,tη(dt−N − d̂o
t−N,t) = Φx,tΓ−1

t (dt−N − d̂o
t−N,t).

It follows that

WtΦz,tη =WtΦx,tΓ−1
t

⇒(WtΦz,t)
+ = ηΓt(WtΦx,t)

+

⇒||(WtΦz,t)
+|| ≤ ||η || · ||Γt || · ||(WtΦx,t)

+||. (33)

It is known that||η ||= 1 and||Γt || ≤ kT . When||et || belongs to a neighborhood of the origin, from (31),
we know that||(WtΦx,t)

+|| ≤ α. Then

pz,t = ||(WtΦz,t)
+|| ≤ kTα.
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From Theorem 2.4, to obtain conditions on the Lyapunov function, qz,t = kT−1βL3pz,t ≤ q̄z. Therefore,
the convergence condition is implied byα < q̄z/(L3kT−1kTβ ). Note that (33) and the following argu-
ments only holds for||et || in a neighborhood of the origin, therefore only local exponential convergence
results.�

The tuning parameters with this adaptive choice ofWt andMt are the non-negative scalarsα, δ andβ .
It is worthwhile to notice that since they are scalars, a successful tuning of the observer will depend on
appropriate scaling of the variables and model equations. Basic scaling should be made by normalization
such that all variables have approximately the same range and magnitude. Next, individual performance
requirements for the individual state estimates can be achieved by increasing or decreasing the individual
scaling parameters. For example, this is necessary to tune the degree of filtering done by the observer in
order to match the individual sensor noise levels and uncertainty levels in the model equations.

When the data are not consideredN-exciting at some time instant, thenδ should be tuned such that the
corresponding singular values ofΦt(·) will be less thanδ such thatWt defined by (30) will not have full
rank. The means that the error in the corresponding state combinations will not be penalized by the first
term in the criterion, and due to the second term the estimates will be propagated by the open loop model
dynamics. In case of augmented parameter statesθt+1 = θt this means that they are essentially frozen at
their value from the previous sample. It is clear that appropriate scaling is essential, as mentioned above,
otherwise the singular values cannot be compared and it might be infeasible to find an appropriate setting
for the thresholdδ that is suitable for all situations.

Both β ≥ 0 andδ ≥ 0 could be considered as regularization parameters that must be chosen carefully
in order to tune the practical performance of the observer. In the ideal case with a perfect model, no
noise, no disturbances andN-exciting data at all sampling instant one could chooseδ = β = 0. As a
practical tuning guideline we propose to first chooseβ > 0 in order to achieve acceptable filtering and
performance with typical noise and disturbance levels for typical cases when the data areN-exciting.
Second,δ > 0 is chosen in order to achieve acceptable performance also in operating conditions when
the data are notN-exciting. In both these steps, one should also regard the scaling of the variables and
equations as individual tuning parameters for fine-tuning, in addition to the mentioned scalar tuning
parameters.

4 Example

4.1 Example 1 - mixed state and parameter estimation

Consider the following nonlinear system

ẋ1 =−2x1+x2 (34a)

ẋ2 =−x2+x3(u−w) (34b)

ẋ3 = 0 (34c)

y= x2+v. (34d)

One may think ofx3 as a parameter representing an unknown gain on the input, where the third state
equation is an augmentation for the purpose of estimating this parameter. It is clear thatx1 is not observ-
able, but corresponds to an asymptotically stable sub-system. It is also clear that the observability ofx3
will depend on the excitationu, while x2 is generally observable.

The same observability and detectability properties hold for the discretized system with sampling
intervalt f = 0.1. Whenu= 0 for all time, the rank of∂H

∂x (x̂
o
t−N,t ,Ut) is 1. Whenu is white noise, the rank
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of ∂H
∂x (x̂

o
t−N,t ,Ut) is 2 almost always.

In this simulation example we chooseN = 2 such that the moving window has lengthN+ 1 = 3.
The base case is defined as follows. We use the adaptive weighting law (30) with α = 1, δ = 0.1.
Measurement noise, with independent uniformly distributed v ∈ [−0.5,0.5], is added to the base case.
The input is chosen with periods without informative data as follows: During 0≤ t < 30t f , u= 0. During
30t f ≤ t < 60t f , u is discrete-time white noise. During 60t f ≤ t ≤ 120t f , u = 0. In the simulation,
true system has an input disturbance withw = 0.15, and the model used in the MHE observer (8b)
with no explicit knowledge of the input disturbance. In the following figures, true states are shown
in solid line; estimated states of proposed work are shown indash-dot line; estimated states using the
alternative setting with fixedWt are shown in dash line. The following initial conditions are used:x0 =
[4,−7,2], x̄0 = [3,−5.9,−1].

• Case 1: Chooseβ = 1 for the proposed observer. For the fixed weight alternative setting, choose
Wt = 4I andβ = 1. The simulation result is shown in Figure 1.

• Case 2: Chooseβ = 0 for the proposed observer. For the fixed weight alternative setting, chooseWt = I
andβ = 0. The simulation result is shown in Figure 2.

The example shows that the adaptive weighting with the thresholded singular value inversion effectively
freezes the unexcited parameter estimate and thereby avoids the parameter estimate drift that otherwise
may result due to unmatched model error (input disturbance)when there are no excitations. Additional
regularization is achieved byβ > 0 since otherwise the parameter estimation will be mainly dominated
by noise, as shown by case 2.

In the following, several values ofα,δ andβ are chosen in order to illustrate how the performance
depends on these choices. Let us consider the performance indexes given by the root mean square error:

RMSE= (∑total
t=0

||et ||2
total )

1/2, where||et || is the norm of the estimation error at time t,total is the length of
the simulation run. We choosetotal = 120 and Table 1 presents the performances of choosing different
parameters. We observe that the chosen tuning in Figures 1 and2 appears to be a good one, while at the
same time performance does not degrade very strongly when the tuning is changed. This indicates that
the method is somewhat robust to the choice of tuning parameters.

α 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 10 0.1
δ 0.1 0.1 0.1 1 10 0.01 0.1 0.1 1 0.1
β 1 10 0.1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1
RMSE 0.1162 0.3082 0.1196 0.1139 0.3221 0.1216 0.2823 0.3538 0.2922 0.1208

Table 1. The performances depending on the tuning parameters.

4.2 Example 2 - Wheel slip and tyre-road friction estimation

Consider the longitudinal dynamics corresponding to one wheel and 1/4 of a vehicle mass (quarter-car
model). The wheel slip dynamics are important in the control algorithm of an anti-lock brake systems
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Figure 1. Simulation results of case 1.
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Figure 2. Simulation results of case 2.
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(ABS), Burckhardt (1993), Johansen et al. (2003)

v̇=− 1
m

Fzµ1(λ ), (35a)

λ̇ =−1
v

(

1
m
(1−λ )+

r2

J

)

Fzµ1(λ )+
1
v

r
J

Tb, (35b)

y=
v(1−λ )

r
, (35c)

wherev is the longitudinal speed,λ is longitudinal tyre slip,Tb is torque acting on wheel axis,Fz = mg
is the vertical force,µ1 is the friction coefficient, andy is the angular wheel speed measurement. This
application requires a combined state and parameter estimator since only the angular wheel speedy
is measured, such that bothλ and v needs to be estimated togehter with parameters of the tire-road
friction model that defines the friction coefficientµ1. In the example the following constant parameters
are knownm= 325,r = 0.345,J = 1 andg= 9.81, while the friction coefficientµ1(λ ) is a nonlinear
function of the longitudinal slipλ with

µ1(λ ) = θ sin(C(arctanBλ −E(Bλ −arctan(Bλ )))). (36)

and the parametersB,C,E andθ characterize the tire and the road surface. Typical values of parameters
B,C,E andθ are given by Matǔsko et al. (2003)

Dry asphalt: B= 10.38, C= 1.65, E = 0.65663, θ = 1 (37)

Snow: B= 14.395, C= 0.9, E =−6.439, θ = 0.3 (38)

In this example, it is assumed that the parametersB,C,E,θ are unknown. With this parameterization
one has to expect that the model will be over-parameterized such that the persistence of excitation con-
dition (and uniform observability) will not hold. This challenging parameterization is chosen in order to
illustrate the power of the proposed method, and in particular that the algorithm will accurately detect
the excitation level of the data at any time and adapt the weights accordingly when usingWt defined by
(30). Therefore, the proposed MHE algorithm is applied to thecombined state and parameter estimation
problem. Considering the parametersθ ,E,C,B as augmented states, the statesB,C,E,θ are added,

Ḃ= 0, Ċ= 0, Ė = 0, θ̇ = 0. (39)

The constraints on the states using the the MHE optimization are given as

1≤v(t)≤ 30,

0≤λ (t)≤ 1,

0≤θ(t)≤ 1,

9 ≤B(t)≤ 15.5,

0 ≤C(t)≤ 3,

−7.5 ≤E(t)≤ 2.
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and the system is discretized using the standard Euler method. We remark that the lower bound onv(t)
is conventional, since the ABS application will handle low speed as an exception where controllability is
lost due to the singularity atv= 0 Johansen et al. (2003). In the example we choose the initialconditions
v(0) = 20,λ (0) = 0.01, and the true valuesθ ,B,C andE are given in (37) and (38) according to the
different scenarios. In the simulation, choose the initiala priori estimates ¯v(0) = 19, λ̄ (0) = 0, θ̄(0) =
0.6, B̄(0) = 12, C̄(0) = 1.3 andĒ(0) = 0. The horizon is chosen asN = 10. The sampling interval
t f = 0.01 s, and Gaussian white noise with variance 0.2 rad/s is applied to the measurements. Choose
α = 0.01 andβ = 1.Wt is chosen withδ = 0.8.

• For dry asphalt, the simulation result is shown in Figure 3.
• For snow, the simulation result is shown in Figure 4.

In the figures, true states are shown in solid lines and estimated states are shown in dash lines. It is
interesting to observe that the estimation is robust and that the SVD thresholding effectively prevents the
estimates of (B,C,E) from drifting and becoming highly incorrect when there is not much excitation or
they are poorly observable. There are slightly more excitations in the dry asphalt case (stronger braking
and higher wheel slips) and the adaptive weighting makes more attempts to estimate the parametersC
andE in this case, compared to the show scenario. The parameterB is in both cases not excited, while
good estimates of the most important variablesλ andθ are achieved in both scenarios.

5 Discussion and conclusions

Theoretical and practical properties of a regularized nonlinear moving horizon observer were demon-
strated in this paper. Although no convergence problems dueto local minima were encountered in the
simulation example in this paper, it is important to have in mind that the method will rely on a sufficiently
accurate guess of the initial a priori estimate in cases whensub-optimal local minima exist.

The main feature of the proposed method is systematic handling of nonlinear systems that are neither
uniformly observable, nor persistently excited, and may not be asymptotically stable. This is a typical
situation with mixed parameter and state estimation with anaugmented state space model. With the
exception of the preliminary results in Moraal and Grizzle (1995), this is to the best of the authors
knowledge, an important issue not studied in depth in any other nonlinear moving horizon observer.
The examples show that the method can be successfully tuned and applied in challenging cases when
the uniform observability and persistence of excitation conditions are not fulfilled, even with a highly
over-parameterized model, without the need for careful a priori analysis of observability and persistence
of excitation conditions. By proper scaling and tuning, thealgorithm can automatically adapt to the level
of excitation. An industrial example is found in Paasche et al. (2011).
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Figure 3. Example 2: Simulation results with dry asphalt road conditions.
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